FACE

It is a foundation for everyone who uses suitable moisturiser for their skin.
Colored with micronised pigments, it can be applied easily. It has long lasting
effect. It helps to protect the moist of the skin.
It protects the skin from external effects with its vitamin E content. It provides
an efficient care as well as a lively skin.

FOUNDATION + UV FILTER / 1170
As a result of its formulation which contains vitamin E, it helps to smooth out
imperfections, keeps moisture of the skin when applied on face and brings out
completely renewed, smooth skin.

It is easily applicable with its soft texture and perfectly covers the sensitive
under eye area with its special formulation. It contains micronised minerals
and ultra micronised pigments which are suitable for eyes. It is very harmonic
with the natural skin color and gives velvety appearance. It conceals the dark
spots and thin wrinkles under eyes.
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It is a foundation which has an enriched covering effect in stick shape. It perfectly
covers the tiniest wrinkles on face with its creamy texture. It helps skin protection
from sunlight and external conditions. It does not shine the skin while carrying
out coloring and covering function.
Also provides an efficient care with Vitamin E.

It is perfect product which has the powder, foundation and coverstick effects
because of its creamy and silky texture. It protects the natural moist balance
of the skin. Because of its silky texture you can apply easily and equally to skin.
It prevents shine, and even covers the smallest lines on your face.

REFILL COMPACT POWDER / 1198
With the helps of its soft and silky tissue powder harmonious to all type skins
with its extensive colour alternatives. Also it is nourishing and moisture your
skin by vitamins which it includes.

It gives velvety effect to your face with its thin and silky tissue. It is prevent
shining of your skin with micronize minerals inside it hand helps to seems more
natural, mat and colour integrity. It is perfect harmonious to all type skins with
its extensive colour alternatives.

It gives natural and lively effect and makes you to feel velvety effect on your skin.
It spreads out smooth on your face and makes it mat and active looking.

It is perfect product which has the powder, foundation and coverstick effects
because of its creamy and silky texture. It protects the natural moist balance
of the skin. Because of its silky texture you can apply easily and equally to skin.
It prevents shine, and even covers the smallest lines on your face.
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It is a special product which has three different colors together and bigger sizes
than the standards. You can use the different colors by mixing them together
or seperately. Because of its thin and silky texture ıf0 t makes your skin smooth,
velvety.

It is long lasting due to its micronised minerals, dense pigments and silky texture.
It makes you feel the harmony of the colors on your cheecks.

It is long lasting due to its micronised mineral, dense pigments and silky texture.
It makes you feel the harmony of the colors on your cheeks.

For a brilliant and smooth bronze skin. Applied either as a powder all around
the face or as a blusher on your cheeks.

Completely different, magical beauty balls. It gives a natural, lively and shining
appearance.
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BRONZER POWDER / 1212
For a brilliant and smooth bronze skin. Applied either as a powder all around
the face or as a blusher on your cheeks. It is a special product which has different
bronze colors and biggers size than the standarts.

EYE

It is easily applied with its very thin and soft texture in which micronised
minerals are used. Available in shiny, matt and brilliant shades. It is long lasting
due to its formulation containing ultra thin, micronised and dense pigments.
For wonderful glowing eyes. Essence free.

MONO COTTA EYESHADOW / 1207
The baked texture creats a smooth, radiant and long-lasting canvas for a more
perfected make-up look The special formulation with UV fitler comforts skin
and reduces drying. Apply it wet for sheer coverage. Apply it dry for full coverage

TRIO COTTA EYESHADOW / 1209
It is an easy applicable and an ideal product for empahasizing your eyes by
making shadows with its thin texture and three harmonic color choice.
Expecially in wet applicator your make stays in the same freshness all day.

It is a special eye make-up product which is produced for attractive looks.
It protects the skin with its UV filter and vitamine E content in the formulation
and prevents drying.

You can feel the dance of the shades on your eyes with its micronised mineral,
dense pigment content and its long lasting silky structure. With its 4 different
color choices, it helps you to use your creativity and reflect your senses to your
eyes. Essence free.

5 COLORS EYESHADOW / 1166
Perfect eyeshadow which has an easy application because of its silky texture.
With its five alternatives, it helps to give deepness and color shadows to your
eye make up. All day colorful looks to your eyes with its dense color texture.

7 COLORS EYESHADOW / 1167
Perfect eyeshadow which has an easy application because of its silky texture.
With its seven alternatives, it helps to give deepness and color shadows to your
eye make up. All day colorful looks to your eyes with its dense color texture.

10 COLORS EYESHADOW 1168
Perfect eyeshadow which has an easy application because of its silky texture.
With its ten alternatives, it helps to give deepness and color shadows to your
eye make up. All day colorful looks to your eyes with its dense color texture.

PIANO EYESHAOW / 1204
Having a special texture suitable for wet& dry applicators. It can be applied. You
can feel the dance of the shades on your eyes with its micronised mineral, dense
pigment content and its long lasting silky structure. With its 6 different color
choices, it helps you to use your creativity and reflect your senses to your eyes.

MASCARA VOLUME / 1131

While adding natural volume to your eyelashes, it helps the creation of healthy
eyelashes with its vitamin complex.

MASCARA LONG LASH / 1131

It obtains maximum length and volume to your eyelashes. It helps the creation of
healthy eyelashes with its vitamine complex.

MASCARA WATERPROOF / 1131

It obtains extra length and thickness with its water resistant formulation.

SHOW MASCARA VOLUME / 1190

While adding natural volume to your eyelashes, it helps the creation of healthy eyelashes
with its vitamin complex.

SHOW MASCARA LONG LASH / 1190

It obtains maximum length and volume to your eyelashes. It helps the creation of healthy
eyelashes with its vitamine complex.

SHOW MASCARA WATERPROOF / 1190

It obtains extra length and thickness with its water resistant formulation.

VOLUME

LONG LASH

WATERPROOF

GLORING MASCARA VOLUME / 1217
While adding natural volume to your eyelashes, it helps the creation of healthy
eyelashes with its vitamin complex.

TURBO MASCARA LONG LASH / 1181
It obtains longer appearance of the eyelashes with one application and nourishes the lashes.
TURBO MASCARA VOLUME / 1181
It creates dense appearance and volumizing effect with one application and
nourishes the lashes with its special formula.
TURBO MASCARA WATERPROOF /1181
It does not bleed due to its water resistant compound, gives permanent volume to eyelashes..

FLOWER MASCARA EXTRA VOLUME 1191
While obtaining natural volume to your eyelashes, it helps the creation of healthy eyelashes with its
vitamin complex.
FLOWER MASCARA LONG LASH / 1191
It obtains maximum length and volume to your eyelashes. It helps the creation of healthy eyelashes
with its vitamine complex.
FLOWER MASCARA WATER PROOF / 1191
It obtains extra length and thickness with its water resistant formulation.
FLOWER MASCARA PANORAMIC MAX VOLUME / 1191
While obtaining maximum volume to your eyelashes, it helps the creation of healthy eyelashes with
its vitamin complex.
FLOWER MASCARA TELESCOPIC VOLUME SHOKING / 1191
While obtaining shocking volume to your eyelashes, it helps the creation of healthy eyelashes with
its vitamin complex.

By having double effect with its two different brushes, it provides volume and healthy appearance.
The white mascara lengthens and nourishes the eyelashes, whereas the black mascara, which is
applied 30 sec. after the white one, gives volume to the lashes. The content of Retinyl palmitate (Vit.
A) and Tocopheryl acetate (Vit.E) vitamins nourishes the eyelashes, protects from external effects.
Linolenic/Linoleic acids (Vit.F) and Biotin (Vit.H) vitamins helps to lengthen and strengthen the
eyelashes. The brushes which do not allow the mascara get lumpy and give dense and permanent
color, create longer and well-shaped appearance.

EYELINER / 1196
An easy applicable product with its silky texture. It emphasizes the beauty of
your eyes with its distinct beautiful color alternatives. Its special Formula, which
does not bleed under high temperature, prolongs the lively appearance of the
first application for a long time.

Easy to apply in desired thickness to the end of your lashes with its special brush.
It keeps the beauty of your eyes all day long. Creates lively and deep looks.

This liquid eyeliner creats deeper and more attractive looks by emphasizing the
contours of the eyes with its practical and easy - to - use applicator. At the bottom
of eyelashes can be applied in the desired thinness. It is permanent all day long.

REFERANS
ve
renkler
ve
ürün resmi!!!

MASCARA WITH SILICONE BRUSH
It creates dense appearance and volumizing effect with silicone brush and
nourishes the lashes with its special formula.

GLITTER EYELINER / 1201
It offers different and beautiful shades with nourishing provitami B5 content
and the gelly texture creating a glossy look. It completes your eye make-up
with its special formulation that contains dense glitter.
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LIP

Its new and soft formulation moisturizes, provides an efficient care, brightens
and protects your lips from external conditions. With its easy application and
fashion colors, it brings comfort and helps to feel yourself lively and better.
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While moisturising your lips, it obtains more brilliant and well-cared appearance
with its enhanced formulation. It leaves a pleasant smile on your lips.
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For plump, brilliant and moisturised lips. This product which offers lipstick and
gloss together, can be applied easily, creates smooth, shinning lips.
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It gives fascinating brilliance, volume and wet appearance to lips. It shines
on your lips with its fashionable shades. It creates wonderful lips with its
marvellous shades all day.

LIPLINER / 1197
An easy applicable product with its silky texture. It emphasizes the beauty of your
lip with its distinct beautiful color alternatives. Its special Formula,which does not
bleed under high temperature, prolongs the lively appearance of the first application
for a long time.

NAIL
LACQUER

It is free of formaldehyde,toluene and dibytyl phthalate (REACH Formula) It gives
perfect brilliance to nails. It protects and colors the nails with its improved gloss
and wear effect even with one layer application. Pearly and matte shades convey
the fashion colors to your nails. Applied easily and dries quickly.
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Chic and fashionable. Offered in a set of three, with white nail, natural and
top coat combinations. Easy application with nail tip guides.

NAIL HARDENER / 1143
This nail polish contributes to the hardening of the ceratine. The nail
gets hardened with proper use. It helps to prevent breakage and cracking
of the nails.

NAIL POLISH CRACKLE / 1221
Innovation!
Greate your own artistic image with ultra stylish nail polish

Crackle
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